Brufe - Gerês

Arrival at 12:15 to Brufe, where we will take a walk around the village, to admire the beauty and rurality of these beautiful mountainous houses.

At 12:45 lunch will be server at the restaurante Abocanhado, just outside of Brufe.

The buses leave from Brufe to Porto at 14:15, please be on time.

We recommend the following path:

Brufe is a village that belongs to the Geres Braga district, municipality of Terras de Bouro. It's an almost abandoned village in a central location for the entire National Park of Peneda-Geres in Serra Amarela. It provides breathtaking views of the landscapes of Gerês, with Serra Amarela in the background.

Among the typical granite houses, granaries, old road, threshing and other peculiar features of these picturesque villages that dot the landscape of this mountainous region.

O Abocanhado restaurant

The building was designed by architects António Portugal e Manuel Ma Reis, having won the Bienual of Miami award. It is situated at the edge of the village of Brufe, a plot that develops in terraces on the valley of the river Homem. Coverage continues to the natural elevation of the road platform, just highlighting the volume with the entrance service, which is opposed to the existing rock outcrops. On the lower ledge it is the main entrance to the restaurant - with service areas abutting the plot and open to the landscape. The guidance and fit the topography seek integration in the field, which is confirmed in the set of materials: granite [on walls] and wood - which is not part of the glazed west elevation and extending horizontally on the platform of the terrace. The bitten is a restaurant that values, above all the local products - Barrosã veal and goats, which feed freely through the fields and hillsides of Brufe.